Visual field endpoints based on subgroups of points may be useful in glaucoma clinical trials – a study with the Humphrey Field Analyzer and the Compass perimeter
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Precis: Visual field endpoints based on average deviation of specific subsets of points rather than all points may offer a more homogenous dataset without necessarily worsening test-retest variability and so may be useful in clinical trials.
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**Abstract**

Purpose: To characterize outcome measures encompassing particular subsets of visual field points and compare them as obtained with Humphrey (HVF) and Compass perimeters.

Methods: 30 patients with imaging-based glaucomatous neuropathy performed a pair of 24-2 tests with each of 2 perimeters. Non-weighted mean deviation (MD) was calculated for the whole field and separate vertical hemifields, and again after censoring of points with low sensitivity (MDc) and subsequently including only “abnormal” points with total deviation probability of <5% (MDc5%) or <2% (MDc2%). Test-retest variability was assessed using Bland-Altman 95% limits of agreement (95%LoA).

Results: For the whole field, using HVF, MD was -7.5 ± 6.9 dB, MDc -3.6 ± 2.8 dB, MDc5% -6.4 ± 1.7 dB and MDc2% -7.3 ± 1.5 dB. With Compass MD was -7.5 ± 6.6, MDc -2.9 ± 1.7 dB, MDc5% -6.3 ± 1.5, and MDc2% -7.9 ± 1.6. The respective 95% LoA were 5.5, 5.3, 4.6 and 5.6 with HVF, and 4.8, 3.7, 7.1 and 7.1 with Compass. The respective number of eligible points were 52, 42 ± 12, 20 ± 11 and 15 ± 9 with HVF, and 52, 41.2 ± 12.6, 10 ± 7 and 7 ± 5 with Compass. With both machines, standard deviation (SD) and 95%LoA increased in hemifields compared to the total field, but this increase was mitigated after censoring.

Conclusions: Restricting analysis to particular subsets of points of interest in the visual field after censoring points with low sensitivity, as compared with using the familiar total field mean deviation, can provide outcome measures with a broader range of mean deviation, a markedly reduced SD and therefore more homogenous dataset, without necessarily worsening test-retest variability.
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Introduction

Glaucoma remains a leading cause of blindness. Although effective treatment is available that lowers intraocular pressure (IOP), treatment that directly targets the neurodegenerative process is not. In this respect the situation is similar to age-related macular degeneration, and other age-related neurodegeneration of the CNS such as Alzheimer’s disease. There is active research for so-called neuroprotection treatment modalities that seeks to prevent death of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs).1,2 This overlaps with “neuroenhancing” treatment that seeks to improve the function of RGCs that are sick and dysfunctional yet not irreversibly damaged; this concept is supported by previous observations of improved visual field performance after lowering of IOP3,4, and such functional improvement treatment is approved for CNS diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases5. For this ongoing research effort to be successful, there is need for endpoints that can maximize the likelihood of success of a clinical trial to show effectiveness of novel treatment.

Subjective visual field (VF) examination remains the mainstay of functional testing in glaucoma. However, the slow nature of glaucoma progression coupled with the suboptimal repeatability of field test results necessitate multiple testing over relatively long duration of many subjects in a typical trial. Strategies to minimize these requirements and make glaucoma trials more feasible have been proposed, including clustering of field tests rather than equal spacing6, and looking for the rate of progression rather than yes-or-no pointwise criteria.7 One group of researchers has proposed that when a visual field location has a sensitivity less than 15-19 dB, its repeatability becomes nearly random, and so does not contribute to the effective assessment of change and that investigators may wish to censor those locations from analysis.8–10

When assessing field change over time, the mean deviation (MD) of all field points is often used for analysis. The MD is considered a robust parameter for following glaucomatous progression.3,7,11–13 An extensive analysis of available data that led to practical recommendations on measuring glaucomatous visual field progression recommended using MD.14 The FDA has stated that it will consider a change of 7 dB in the mean sensitivity of the whole field as a clinically significant change.13 However, demonstrating such a between-group difference in a clinical trial seems impractical; two large studies have demonstrated that untreated glaucoma progresses on average by approximately 1 dB per year,15,16 and neuroprotection studies are likely to be ethically limited to enroll only subjects treated with IOP-lowering medications. Using only select sub-regions or particular points in the field is less common in the reporting or planning of clinical trial results. One reason for this may be the notorious poorer reproducibility of single point sensitivity, with the noise of test-retest variability somewhat averaging out when a global index such as total-field MD is used. If this increase in variability can be mitigated or prevented, we propose that endpoints based on select regions or points in the field may be beneficial. For example, as glaucoma is often asymmetric in both vertical hemifields,17 separate analysis of each hemifield may be more sensitive to change and offer a more diverse study population. Since progression is most often observed in already abnormal areas of the field,18–20 an endpoint which analyses only points with decreased sensitivity may be more sensitive as well. Exclusive analysis
of diseased points may be particularly useful in a study seeking visual function improvement, since healthy points are not likely to show improvement and therefore may “dilute” the effect of a novel intervention.

The Compass (CenterVue, Padua, Italy) is a recently available perimeter which performs visual field testing while continuously tracking the fundus using a scanning laser ophthalmoscope, and placing each stimulus according to the fundus coordinates at that exact moment. This design is intended to reduce variability of test results caused by instability of fixation.

This study had several purposes. We sought to characterize potential endpoints that are based on the mean deviation of particular subsets of points and see if or to what degree they involved a decrease in test-retest repeatability compared with the total field MD. We analyzed each vertical hemifield and a parameter based on only the statistically abnormal points in the field. We also sought to characterize these endpoints after censoring points with low sensitivity. Finally, we sought to compare these endpoints as obtained with the Humphrey Field Analyzer (Zeiss, Dublin, CA) versus the Compass perimeter.

**Methods**

This was a retrospective analysis of a subset of data obtained during a multi-center cross-sectional study which has been reported previously. All patients gave their written informed consent to participate in the study. Ethics Committee approval was obtained (International Ethics Committee of Milan, Zone A, July 22, 2015, ref: Prot. N° 0019459), and the study was registered as a clinical trial (ISRCTN13800424). This study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

As part of that study, subjects were recruited with an expert clinical diagnosis of glaucoma based on RNFL spectral-domain OCT or optic nerve photographs. A subset of these subjects, all previously experienced with automated perimetry, performed 4 VF tests in random order using the 24-2 grid, 2 with HFA using the SITA standard strategy and 2 with Compass using the ZEST strategy, in randomized order. All examinations were done within a time span of 7 days. One eye was tested per subject.

Total deviation values and probabilities were extracted from both machines as appear in the single field analysis report. For the whole field, vertical hemifields and our defined subsets of field points, we calculated a simple, non-weighted MD by averaging all total deviation values, except the 2 blindspot locations. Importantly, for the whole field this should be distinguished from the “MD” reported by both perimeters which is a weighted average. The MDs for subsets of points were derived after censoring the points in the field according to several criteria. In the HFA tests, the total-field and hemifield MDs were first censored (MDc) for points with sensitivity less than 15 dB. Since sensitivity has been reported to be 1.4 dB lower, on average, using Compass compared to HVF, we censored the Compass values at lower than 14 dB; to determine the relationship of the mean deviations of the two instruments in our cohort, Humphrey and Compass mean deviations were placed on a scatterplot and principal curve analysis was performed using Rstudio ver. Version 1.3.1093 and the “lowess” fit of the principal_curve function of the R-package princurve. This indeed showed an approximate linear relationship...
with a slope of 0.96 along the entire measured range of mean deviations (see figure, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/IJG/A545).
Using the censored test results we subsequently derived 2 outcome parameters based on only “diseased” points, i.e. those with a total deviation probability of either <5% or <2%, MDc5% and MDc2%, respectively.
All parameters were summarized as average with standard deviation. Test-retest variability was evaluated using the 95% limits of agreement (95%LoA) as described by Bland and Altman. This parameter indicates the limits between which a certain test result can be expected to be repeated in a second test in 95 percent of occasions, i.e. excluding atypical outliers.

**Results**

Data from 30 subjects were available, aged 70.2 ± 8.1 years. Tables 1 (HFA) and 2 (Compass) present average, SD and 95%LoA for the 4 types of visual field indices – based on all field points, only points after censoring for low sensitivity, and only points after further censoring of statistical normality; each of the 4 endpoints is analyzed for the full field and separately for each hemifield. The top row in each table presents the simple, non-weighted average of all total deviation values; these were very close to the values for the weighted MD as reported by the machines that were -7.6 ± 7.2 dB for the HVF with 95%LoA of 5.6, and 7.5 ± 6.6 dB for the Compass with 95%LoA of 4.9. Whereas average MD was identical between the two perimeters at -7.5 dB, it varied by up to 1.0 when the alternate indices were compared.

It is clear that potential endpoints differ significantly from each other in aspects which are important when designing clinical trials. For example, censoring field data for points with low sensitivities resulted in a decrease in both the average deficit and SD of the baseline dataset, i.e. the “study population”. Using the ratio of average deficit to SD as an index of signal to noise, we get an improvement for MDc relative to MD of 18% for HFA and 51% for Compass. The endpoints which encompass only those censored points which are also flagged as abnormal (MDc5% and MDc2%) show average deviations which increase again and are similar to those of the original all-points MD, while the SD continues to decrease. Consequently, the average-to-SD ratio increases substantially relative to the ratio for MD by 245% (MDc5%) and 347% (MDc2%) for Humphrey and 272% and 334% for Compass, suggesting a much improved diagnostic power. The 95%LoA of these endpoints were higher with Compass than with HVF. As is expected, with increasing limitation of eligible field points there is a progressive decrease in the number of these points, as shown in tables 3 and 4 for HVF and Compass, respectively. Whereas censoring points with lower sensitivities resulted in a similar number of eligible points with the 2 machines, limiting analysis to points with statistically abnormal deviations led to a substantially lower number of points using Compass compared with Humphrey. With increasing restriction by sensitivity, abnormality, and to hemifields, there was an increasing number of eyes that were excluded from analysis due to not having even a single eligible point.

**Discussion**

In this analysis we offer a framework for the construction of several potential endpoints based on visual field testing for use in glaucoma clinical trials. Investigators planning a trial and striving
for the primary endpoint with the best chance to show a statistically significant effect for their novel intervention can choose the endpoint best suited for their specific needs. For example, an intervention may be thought to be more effective in mildly diseased cells, and accordingly an endpoint with a lower (better) mean deviation may be preferred. In a trial looking for functional improvement, an outcome measure with a lower (worse) deviation may be preferred, as it allows more room for improvement. Generally, a smaller SD of the baseline population allows planning of a smaller sample size for the trial, making it more feasible. Smaller test-test variability, as expressed here using narrower Bland-Altman 95% LoA, allows planning of fewer visual field tests during the trial, again making it more feasible.

We censored points with low sensitivities following the publications of Gardiner et al. who originally constructed frequency-of-seeing curves in 4 field locations in 34 eyes with glaucoma and suggested that below sensitivity of 15-19 dB there is “response saturation” and so patient responses are unreliable.23 They subsequently tested 36 glaucomatous eyes with 2 customized ZEST strategies, and showed that when stimuli brighter than 15 dB were omitted, test-retest variance was reduced by nearly 50%. 8 They then reviewed SITA standard 24-2 tests that had been done by 270 patients with glaucoma every 6 months for at least 8 visits, and calculated the linear change of MD -signal – and the SD of the residuals - noise. When pointwise sensitivities were censored at each cutoff between 15-19 dB, signal-to-noise was significantly better for the adjusted MD compared with the uncensored MD, suggesting that a censored global index is preferable for following progressive visual field change.9 However, we did not find a similarly dominant effect on test-retest variability. The 95%LoA of the total-field MD using Compass was reduced by 23%, and only by 4% with HVF. An analysis of a larger dataset may clarify this, however we note that in the much larger cohort described by Montessano et al, 95%LoA for mean sensitivities were similar to what we found for mean deviations, 5.4 dB for Compass and 6.2 for HVF.21

We are not aware of a clinical study that used hemifield mean deviation as an outcome measure. In one retrospective analysis, Johnson et al suggested that abnormal glaucoma-hemifield-test clusters may be sensitive and specific markers of conversion from a normal to glaucomatous visual field.24 We think that it may be useful to analyze the 2 hemifields separately since glaucoma is often asymmetric across the horizontal midline, glaucoma progression occurs more often in already diseased points, and since a particular intervention may have a different effect on less or more severely affected areas of the field. As expected, since there are less points in a hemifield, both SD and 95%LoA were somewhat higher for hemifield MD compared with whole-field MD. However, following censoring SD became similar in whole field and hemifield MDs.

We are unaware of a previously published characterization of a visual field endpoint based only on abnormal points. Previous publications have shown that glaucoma progression is most frequently observed in parts of the field with or around points with decrease sensitivity. Boden et al retrospectively reviewed visual fields of 70 patients followed at least semiannually for 2 years and 40 patients followed annually for up to 12 years.20 Progression was observed most
commonly as deepening of existing scotoma, followed by deepening and expansion; not even a single eye showed repeatable new scotomas. De Moraes et al. analyzed 587 eyes of 587 patients who had a mean 11.1 visual field tests over a mean of 6.4 years. Rates of progression were calculated for each point as well as for the global mean deviation. In a later analysis of these data, the authors reported that 90% of the global progression was driven by progression of the points that had been abnormal at baseline. Here, we restricted the censored pointwise data to only those points with a total deviation probability <5%, and than only those at <2%. By doing this, the MD increased again and was almost as high as the original uncensored MD. Using HVF, the SD continued to decrease compared with the SD of the all-points censored MD, and remained as low with Compass. These attributes would seem to make these parameters ideal endpoints compared with the original uncensored MD. However, employing more restrictions necessarily means progressive decrease in the number of available points for analysis. In this regard it is interesting to note that while with both machines there were identical number of points when only low sensitivity was censored, when restricting according to total deviation probability there were fewer points with Compass, even half as many as with HVF for some of the parameters. Apparently there is some difference in how the HVF SITA strategy and the Compass Zest strategy define statistical abnormality. In any case, investigators may use our findings to guide the definition of a minimal number of abnormal points for enrolment of an eye in a particular study and expect this to limit possible recruits. It is important to note that our cohort was defined as glaucoma only based on imaging, and so some of the field tests did not have a classic focal defect. If potential recruits in a clinical study are required to have a visual field defect, this will likely lead to higher numbers of eligible points even after censoring and probability restriction, and a very low number of patients excluded from analysis due to too few eligible points. The paucity of eligible points with Compass is likely a main reason for the increased 95%LoA; enrolling only eyes with visual field defects and therefore more eligible points will likely lead to more favorable repeatability data. Mean deviations were similar between HFA and Compass before censoring, for the whole field and for each hemifield. This is in line with the published comparison by Montesano et al in a much larger cohort of 499 eyes of 499 subjects with glaucomatous neuropathy. Whereas these authors reported a statistically significantly lower average mean sensitivity with Compass, 20.5 ± 6.7 dB compared with HFA, 21.9 ± 6.9 dB, the more clinically useful parameter of mean deviation was nearly identical and not statistically significant, -6.55 ± 6.60 dB with Compass and -6.50 ± 6.63 dB with HFA. After we censored for low sensitivity, mean deviations were less negative with Compass compared with HFA by 0.7-0.9 dB. Again, 95%LoA were generally lower with Compass for raw and uncensored mean deviations, implying better inter-test agreement. Conversely, limits of agreement were higher with Compass when only statistically abnormal points were included. As mentioned above, we attribute this to the lower number of eligible points with the Compass. The present study benefits from a high-quality dataset obtained during a large prospective multicenter study, but has several limitations. The sample size is small, and so outliers can skew the
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results; a larger study population may have better test-retest reproducibility manifest by narrower 95%LoA. As mentioned, enrollment was based on glaucoma diagnosed only by imaging; enrollment that includes criteria for a glaucomatous visual field defect will likely increase homogeneity of the dataset and increase the number of available points for analysis. Despite all subjects having previous experience with perimetry using HFA, they were new to using the Compass perimeter. It is possible that further experience can lead to even better reproducibility with this machine. Test-retest variability of the censored indices was based on averaged deviations in the two repeat exams, regardless of whether points were flagged as abnormal in one or both exams. While this stems from a practical clinically-oriented goal, a more fundamental analysis on a larger cohort of eyes could be performed requiring each point to be flagged in both exams; due to the large pointwise variability inherent to perimetry this methodology would likely require a much larger cohort.

In conclusion, we found that outcome measures based on mean deviation of subsets of visual field points do not necessarily involve an increase in dataset heterogeneity or test-retest variability compared with the familiar total-field mean deviation. Restricting analysis to only points with sensitivity above 14-15 dB and only points with statistically abnormally low sensitivity led to a much more homogenous dataset. Test-retest variability was better with Compass for raw and sensitivity-censored parameters, and better with HVF when only abnormal points were included. These outcome measures, applied to the whole field or separate hemifields may be useful for functional assessment in glaucoma clinical trials.
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Table 1. Mean deviation and 95%LoA values using HFA, in dB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Complete field</th>
<th>Upper Hemifield</th>
<th>Lower Hemifield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>-7.5 ± 6.9</td>
<td>-8.4 ± 8.1</td>
<td>-6.7 ± 8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.5)</td>
<td>(6.6)</td>
<td>(6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDc</td>
<td>-3.6 ± 2.8</td>
<td>-4.1 ± 2.9</td>
<td>-3.4 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.3)</td>
<td>(5.4)</td>
<td>(7.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDc5%</td>
<td>-6.4 ± 1.7</td>
<td>-6.5 ± 1.8</td>
<td>-6.4 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.6)</td>
<td>(4.1)</td>
<td>(4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDc2%</td>
<td>-7.3 ± 1.5</td>
<td>-7.6 ± 1.5</td>
<td>-6.9 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.6)</td>
<td>(5.4)</td>
<td>(6.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MD – Mean Deviation, average of total deviation of all eligible points. MDc – MD censored, average of only those points with a sensitivity 15 dB or higher. MDc5% - average of censored points with total deviation p<5%. MDc2% - average of censored points with total deviation p<2%. Presented results are average ± standard deviation, with 95%LoA in parentheses.
Table 2. Mean deviation and 95%LoA values using Compass, in dB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Complete field</th>
<th>Upper Hemifield</th>
<th>Lower Hemifield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>-7.5 ± 6.6 (4.8)</td>
<td>-8.6 ± 8.0 (6.5)</td>
<td>-6.4 ± 7.6 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDc</td>
<td>-2.9 ± 1.7 (3.7)^{1}</td>
<td>-3.4 ± 1.6 (5.1)</td>
<td>-2.5 ± 2.0 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDc5%2</td>
<td>-6.3 ± 1.5 (7.1)</td>
<td>-6.0±1.5 (7.4)</td>
<td>-6.6±1.8 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDc2%</td>
<td>-7.9 ± 1.6 (7.1)</td>
<td>-7.8±1.9 (9.6)</td>
<td>-7.9±1.6 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MD – Mean Deviation, average of total deviation of all eligible points. MDc – MD censored, average of only those points with a sensitivity 14 dB or higher. MDc5% - average of censored points with total deviation p<5%. MDc2% - average of censored points with total deviation p<2%. Presented results are average ± standard deviation, with 95%LoA in parentheses.
Table 3. Number of field points eligible for analysis using HVF. If there was not even a single eligible point in either or both of the exams, that eye was excluded from analysis; the number of excluded eyes appear in parenthesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Complete field</th>
<th>Upper Hemifield</th>
<th>Lower Hemifield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDc</td>
<td>42 ± 12</td>
<td>20 ± 8</td>
<td>21 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDc - only abnormal points at p&lt;5%</td>
<td>20 ± 11 (3 eyes excluded)</td>
<td>10 ± 6 (4 eyes excluded)</td>
<td>20 ± 11 (3 eyes excluded)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDc – only abnormal points at p&lt;2%</td>
<td>15 ± 9 (4 eyes excluded)</td>
<td>8 ± 5 (7 eyes excluded)</td>
<td>9 ± 6 (6 eyes excluded)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Number of field points eligible for analysis using Compass. If there was not even a single eligible point in either or both of the exams, that eye was excluded from analysis; the number of excluded eyes appear in parenthesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Complete field</th>
<th>Upper Hemifield</th>
<th>Lower Hemifield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MD</strong></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MDc</strong></td>
<td>41.2 ± 12.6</td>
<td>20 ± 7 (1 eye excluded)</td>
<td>22 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MDc - only abnormal points at p&lt;5%</strong></td>
<td>10 ± 7</td>
<td>7 ± 4 (3 eyes excluded)</td>
<td>6 ± 4 (8 eyes excluded)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MDc – only abnormal points at p&lt;2%</strong></td>
<td>7 ± 5 (3 eyes excluded)</td>
<td>4 ± 3 (8 eyes excluded)</td>
<td>4 ± 3 (11 eyes excluded)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>